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LONDON: Global investors limp into the
fourth quarter of a volatile 2015 nursing the
worst financial market returns since the credit
bust and banking collapse of 2008 and with
few hopes of making up ground before the
end of the year. Of 21 major financial bench-
marks tracked by Reuters, only two are up so
far this year as slowing growth - most worry-
ingly in China - an emerging market crisis and
prolonged uncertainty on when US interest
rates might rise have slammed markets
around the world.

The exceptions - the US dollar and 10-year

US Treasury bonds - have historically been
seen as cash-like havens and have posted
returns of 6.2 percent and 2.5 percent, respec-
tively. In the three months to September, they
rose 0.4 percent and 3.0 percent, respectively,
with US-based government-Treasury funds
drawing seven straight weeks of inflows total-
ing $10 billion, according to Lipper data end-
ed Sept. 23.

Only German and Italian government
bonds joined the dollar and Treasuries in posi-
tive territory during the quarter. That leaves
investors in a quandary: Do they throw cau-

tion to the wind in the fourth quarter and
attempt to claw back their losses? Or do they
hunker down and ensure that the damage
done in the previous three doesn’t get any
worse? Certainly, the investment backdrop got
dramatically more challenging in the third
quarter. The volatility in those three months
accounts for most of the year-to-date damage
investors have suffered, and in some cases all.

The biggest year-to-date declines have
been in copper (-21 percent), emerging mar-
ket equities (-18 percent) and Brent crude oil (-
16 percent), the data show. Billionaire US

activist investor Carl Icahn is convinced that a
serious downturn is looming. “I am more
hedged than I have ever been,” Icahn told
Reuters in an interview this week. Equities had
a lousy quarter, and not just in the emerging
world. The S&P 500 had its worst three-month
performance in four years and Japan’s Nikkei
had its worst since the three months after
Lehman Brothers collapsed in late 2008.

Dollar’s crown slipping?
Investors in other markets suffered much

bigger losses in the three months to Sept 30.
Chinese A shares listed in Shanghai plunged
nearly 30 percent and Brent crude oil shed a
quarter of its value. Analysts have been falling
over themselves in recent weeks to issue the
most bearish outlook on commodities and
emerging markets. Among the most notable
was Goldman Sachs’s note earlier this month
that oil could fall as low as $20 a barrel. Such
dramatic price swings often herald an immi-
nent reversal. JP Morgan Asset Management’s
strategists aren’t alone in retaining a positive
outlook for the fourth quarter, arguing that
investors have simply gotten too bearish.

“Given that we consider US recession risk to
be low, the returns offered by higher-quality
high yield credit are now attractive relative to
equity,” they wrote in a recent client note. “We
keep our optimism on the US economic out-
look and as such remain overweight devel-
oped market equities versus emerging mar-
kets, and overweight the US dollar versus

emerging market currencies,” they added. The
dollar was the best-performing asset of all in
the third quarter, rising 6 percent against a
basket of major counterparts on expectations
the Fed will soon lift US rates and as investors
sought a safe port in the emerging market
storm.

That is the tide the dollar doubter HSBC is
swimming against, almost alone. This week, it
issued even more bullish euro forecasts, call-
ing for $1.14 at the end of this year from $1.05
previously, and $1.20 at the end of next from
$1.10. But anti-consensus calls that bold are
few and far between, especially with Fed Chair
Janet Yellen’s finger hovering over the rate
hike trigger. New York Fed President William
Dudley said on Monday that rates will “proba-
bly” rise this year, perhaps as soon as October
if the economy continues to improve. But “lift
off ” expectations have been consistently
dashed for well over a year now.

“There is not enough global growth to go
around and the Fed realizes it,” Jeffrey Gundlach,
who oversees DoubleLine Capital said. “If we are
talking about global GDP and you gave me an
over and under number, I will always take the
under number,” Gundlach said. The deteriorating
global outlook will force the Fed to wait until
next year, he said. In its latest Global Financial
Stability report published on Tuesday, the IMF
warned that emerging market firms, which have
amassed a record $18 trillion of debt, need care-
ful monitoring as the era of record low interest
rates nears its end. — Reuters

Returns-starved investors brace for leanest year since 2008
Do investors play safe or gamble in Q4?; Fed in focus

LONDON: Oil prices slipped yesterday after
an unexpectedly big build in US crude inven-
tories, further evidence of an oversupply that
has helped halve global spot prices over the
last year. US crude oil stockpiles rose 4.6 mil-
lion barrels in the week to Sept 25, the
American Petroleum Institute (API) said, well
above a modest increase of 100,000 barrels
that analysts polled by Reuters had forecast.
Investors awaited official weekly inventory
figures from the US government’s Energy
Information Administration (EIA) due later to
see if they confirmed the API data. US crude,
also known as West Texas Intermediate or
WTI, was 15 cents lower at $45.08 a barrel by
1040 GMT, on course to end September down
11 percent. Brent crude oil was 9 cents lower
at $48.14 a barrel, heading for a near 9 per-
cent fall this month.

Brent traded in a very narrow 60-cent
range in early trade yesterday, partly reflect-
ing low volume ahead of the week-long
Chinese National Day holiday starting today.
If this range were to be maintained for the
rest of the session, it would be the narrowest
daily range since May 2014. “The downward

pressure is coming from ongoing high OPEC
crude production, led by Saudi Arabia and
Iraq, and expectations of global stockbuilds
for an extended period,” said Societe Generale
oil analyst Michael Wittner. Analysts polled by
Reuters said oil  prices would remain
depressed, forecasting an average Brent price
of $58.60 a barrel in 2016, well below $62.30
expected last month.

Inaction by the world’s largest crude
exporter Saudi Arabia to prop up prices has
helped it build market share, a Reuters analysis
shows. Saudi exports to Asian and European
consumers reached multi-year highs in the first
half of the year. Saudi Arabia is banking on a
rise in world oil demand and slower growth in
non-OPEC oil supply, meaning it is unlikely to
change its stance on not cutting production
any time soon. The chief executive of commod-
ity trader Vitol, Ian Taylor, said yesterday he was
seeing signs that global oil supply and
demand were beginning to balance out. “This
is beginning to happen ... Demand is very
strong, you can see US production beginning
to come down,” he said, declining to give a
forecast for oil prices. — Reuters

Oil down on large US 
crude stockpile build

LONDON: Gold eased yesterday, staying on track
for its biggest quarterly loss in a year as the dol-
lar strengthened and the market awaited clarity
on the timing of a hotly anticipated US interest
rate rise. Platinum regained some ground after
plunging to its lowest since December 2008 the
previous day, but remained set for its biggest
quarterly loss in seven years on fears of a
demand fallout from the Volkswagen emissions
scandal.

Gold has fallen 4 percent since July in a fifth
successive quarter of losses, its longest quarterly
run lower since 1997. Spot gold was down 0.4
percent at $1,122.90 an ounce at 0930 GMT,
while US gold futures for December delivery
were down $4.90 an ounce at $1,121.90. The
metal has come under pressure from expecta-
tions that the US Federal Reserve is on track to
hike interest rates this year, potentially lifting the
opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion
while boosting the dollar, in which it is priced.

“(The drop) is mostly related to investors stay-
ing on the sidelines, waiting for the rate hike to
happen so it is out of the way,” Capital Economics
analyst Simona Gambarini said. “It’s not the best
time to get into the gold market, when you know
there will be a rate hike.” Traders will be eyeing a
speech by Fed Chair Janet Yellen later and a pri-

vate employment report for clues about the
economy and timing of a rate hike. Spot plat-
inum was up 0.7 percent at $919.74 an ounce,
but has fallen nearly 15 percent on the quarter.
The metal was hit last week by news of
Volkswagen’s falsification of US vehicle emission
tests, which some believe could affect demand
for diesel cars. Platinum is widely used in emis-
sions-controlling automotive catalytic convert-
ers, particularly for diesel engines.

The market is also suffering from a dearth of
platinum jewelry buying in China, and from ris-
ing supply from South African producers, who
are ramping up output after last year’s unprece-
dented five-month strike. “On the supply side
there is plenty of metal in the market because
producers are having to sell as much as possible
to rebuild their balance sheets after last year,”
Mitsubishi analyst Jonathan Butler said. “In the
short term at least, the condition of oversupply
in platinum is likely to prevail.” Palladium has
gained as investors believe demand for gasoline-
powered cars could increase. The metal is set to
log its best month since July 2013, up 10 percent,
though it was still headed for a narrow quarterly
loss. Spot palladium was up 1.1 percent at
$660.75, while silver was up 0.1 percent at $14.63
an ounce. — Reuters

Gold heads for biggest 
quarterly loss in a year

TOKYO: Pedestrians walk in front of a share prices board showing the numbers on the Nikkei
225 at the Tokyo Stock Exchange in Tokyo yesterday. The benchmark Nikkei 225 index at the
Tokyo Stock Exchange gained 457.31 points to 17,388.15 at closing.— AFP 


